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►► ENSAR stands for  European ENSAR stands for  European NuclearNuclear  
Science and Applications Research and is Science and Applications Research and is 
the Ithe I33  application for the FPapplication for the FP77  programprogram..  

►► ENSAR regroups a number of ENSAR regroups a number of LoIsLoIs  ––  
including the FREEDAC proposalincluding the FREEDAC proposal..  

►► ENSAR has not been financed as yetENSAR has not been financed as yet. . Thus Thus 
the we do not have approval for Letter of the we do not have approval for Letter of 
Intent FREEDACIntent FREEDAC. . It will be some time It will be some time 
before we get a definite replybefore we get a definite reply. . The ENSAR The ENSAR 
budget will likely be cut budget will likely be cut ––  hence most likely hence most likely 
that of our demandthat of our demand. . Precise information Precise information 
will be given in the next two to three will be given in the next two to three 
monthsmonths..  

►► This raises the question of financing our This raises the question of financing our 
projects for the developments and projects for the developments and tarveltarvel..  
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Very Front End ElectronicsVery Front End Electronics  
  
►► PreAmplifiersPreAmplifiers  ((GeGe))  

�� Within FREEDAC there is a need of high Dynamic Range Within FREEDAC there is a need of high Dynamic Range 
electronicselectronics  
►►ToTToT  technique is a possible solntechnique is a possible soln..  
►►Need to try on SiNeed to try on Si, , ……  

�� Making of  Making of  ASICsASICs  circuits for circuits for GeGe  ((Ian Ian & & FrancescaFrancesca))  
��  Solutions existSolutions exist  

��ExploreExplore::studystudy  other methods for high dynamic other methods for high dynamic 
range for comparative selectionrange for comparative selection..  

          
  

Young George in his lab. 
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►► A working group will be setA working group will be set--up within FREEDAC to up within FREEDAC to 
exploreexplore//studystudy::  

�� Different high gain methods for selected detector typesDifferent high gain methods for selected detector types  

�� The preThe pre--amp Coupling to signal processing amp Coupling to signal processing ASICsASICs  

�� A possibility to make preA possibility to make pre--amp proamp pro--types through types through 
approved programsapproved programs. .   

�� Alberto Alberto ((AlbertoAlberto..PulliaPullia@@mimi..infninfn..itit) ) has accepted to has accepted to 
animate the group for FREEDACanimate the group for FREEDAC. . Persons interested Persons interested 
please contact Albertoplease contact Alberto..  
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►► The AGATA on board Programmable The AGATA on board Programmable pulserpulser. . A need of the A need of the 
community is feltcommunity is felt. . An ASIC can possibly be madeAn ASIC can possibly be made..  A project A project 
to followto follow. . For people interested For people interested ––  contact  George Pascovici 

 

►► XYTERXYTER: : The The De-randomizing, sparsifying Token Ring readout. . A A 

possible extension is to employ external prepossible extension is to employ external pre--amp option amp option ((if necessaryif necessary)), , 
for use in beam tracking with for example secondary electron detfor use in beam tracking with for example secondary electron detectors ectors 
at GSI at GSI & & SPIRALSPIRAL22  can be envisagedcan be envisaged..  

�� Lavish uLavish use by PANDA ANDA & & CBM of XYTER CBM of XYTER ––  this implies that there will this implies that there will 
be a strong effort towards the use of the chipbe a strong effort towards the use of the chip.. 
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►► Time Stamping Time Stamping   
�� The Nuclear Physics community need a Mapping of the TimeThe Nuclear Physics community need a Mapping of the Time--Stamping methodsStamping methods. . A common interface is essential for existing systems A common interface is essential for existing systems 

and for new developmentsand for new developments..  
  
  
  

Time Stamping Working Group 
 
► What shall we do? 

� Review existing systems 
� Review planned systems 
� Exchange information 
� Consider strengths and weaknesses of known systems 
� Should we standardise on one system? 
� Can we make a common TS port (c.f. AIDA for DeSpec) 

► Who will participate? 
� All are welcome… 

 
  
  
  
  
►► In new ASIC developments Time Stamped are possible In new ASIC developments Time Stamped are possible & & in certain cases essentialin certain cases essential. . A A ‘‘commoncommon’’  module will be more module will be more 

than very usefulthan very useful..  
  
  
►► Ian Ian ((ii..hh..lazaruslazarus@@dldl..acac..ukuk) ) will be animating the Timewill be animating the Time--StampingStamping. . Persons interested please contact IanPersons interested please contact Ian..  
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►► The age without cablesThe age without cables  
  
►► Missing Missing ((FREEDAQFREEDAQ) ) ItemsItems  

��   timestamp distribution and protocoltimestamp distribution and protocol  
��   adequate multiadequate multi--channel channel FEsFEs  with high with high   

dynamic range  dynamic range  --  HaikHaik’’ss  conclusionconclusion  
  

►► AGATA at SPIRALAGATA at SPIRAL22  and NUSTARand NUSTAR  
�� This program sets what is necessity to have a viable interface iThis program sets what is necessity to have a viable interface in n 

two principle labs for time stamping and DACtwo principle labs for time stamping and DAC. . The interfaces will be The interfaces will be 
built without having to go through FREEDACbuilt without having to go through FREEDAC. . These programs will These programs will 
provide interfaces provide interfaces whhichwhhich  could be useful for other programscould be useful for other programs. . 
Within FREEDAC exchanges are of course more than welcomedWithin FREEDAC exchanges are of course more than welcomed..  

  

Haik’s Lunch 
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►► DABC is the FAIR DABC is the FAIR solnsoln  
►► NARVAL is the SPIRALNARVAL is the SPIRAL22  solnsoln..  

�� It does seem that with regards data transfer the interfacing jobIt does seem that with regards data transfer the interfacing jobs are worked on as it is neededs are worked on as it is needed..  
�� There has been a forum with FREEDACThere has been a forum with FREEDAC..  

  
  
►► GANIL GANIL & & NUSTAR NUSTAR & & LEGNAROLEGNARO  

�� have a large number of instrumentation programshave a large number of instrumentation programs..  

�� the programs can be the programs can be characterisedcharacterised    in their request for Rin their request for R&&DD..  

►► EE..gg. . most need timemost need time--stamp facilitiesstamp facilities  

►► EE..gg. . A grouping requesting A grouping requesting CalorinmetersCalorinmeters  

�� EXLEXL, , RR33BB, , PARISPARIS, , HYDEHYDE, , GASPARDGASPARD  

►► EE..gg  A group requiring  spectroscopy from light particle detection frA group requiring  spectroscopy from light particle detection from Si detectors om Si detectors & & TPCsTPCs  

�� EXLEXL, , RR33BB, , PARISPARIS, , HYDEHYDE, , GASPARDGASPARD  

�� RR33BB--TPCTPC, , ACTARACTAR, , BordeauxBordeaux--TPC TPC   

►► EE..gg. . Spectrometers electronics to be refurbished or builtSpectrometers electronics to be refurbished or built  

�� SPEGSPEG, , VAMOSVAMOS, , BigBig--BITEBITE, , SS33  

►► EE..gg. . Pulse Shape Analysis for PI Pulse Shape Analysis for PI & & otherother  

�� GASPARDGASPARD, , FAZIAFAZIA, , EXLEXL, , HYDEHYDE, , NFSNFS, , ……  

�� Via FFREEDAC we can provide the necessary framework to reach theVia FFREEDAC we can provide the necessary framework to reach the  necessary SYNERGYnecessary SYNERGY..  
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►► Control Control   
�� Control is an innovative part of the FREEDAC program Control is an innovative part of the FREEDAC program ((See See LoILoI  for FPfor FP77))  
�� The numeric The numeric KalmanKalman  filtering and its wonders is a local expertisefiltering and its wonders is a local expertise. . Quite a bit Quite a bit 

achievedachieved. . Quite a bit to go to find for example the appropriate Quite a bit to go to find for example the appropriate correlated correlated 
parametersparameters  ––  HeinrichHeinrich  --that will yield the optimum data filtering that will yield the optimum data filtering & & throughputthroughput..  

�� Numeric filtering applied to Numeric filtering applied to ‘‘timetime--pickoffpickoff’’  & & ‘‘shapeshape’’  ––  ButcarButcar/ / MatjaMatjažž  VenceljVencelj//Andrej Andrej 
LikarLikar//HeinrichHeinrich//Roman NovakRoman Novak..  

�� Comparative tests needs with other efforts Comparative tests needs with other efforts ––  ADONIS for exampleADONIS for example. . Should perhaps Should perhaps 
program this encounter in our next meetingprogram this encounter in our next meeting..  

  
►► Control ContControl Cont’’  

�� Demand for sampled data from different detector types Demand for sampled data from different detector types ((HeinrichHeinrich).).  
►► Si Si ––  Particle IdentificationParticle Identification  
►► Gas Gas ––  TPCTPC  
►► CrystalsCrystals//Liquids Liquids ––  NN//gammagamma, , phoswitchphoswitch  ……  

�� The need to have The need to have ‘‘controlledcontrolled’’  data not necessarily easydata not necessarily easy. . The Control FREEDAC The Control FREEDAC 
working group needs to work on thisworking group needs to work on this!!  

�� PeterPeter’’s contributions contribution: : The Software development that will build The Software development that will build ‘‘modelsmodels’’  of of 
automatedautomated, , optimisedoptimised  controlscontrols. . Work is in progress on this Work is in progress on this ––  contact Heinrichcontact Heinrich..  
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►► Control ContControl Cont’’  

��   Pulse Shape for Particle Identification Pulse Shape for Particle Identification ––  channeling channeling & & resistivity resistivity ((Luigi BardelliLuigi Bardelli).).  

�� FREEDACFREEDAC: : No extensive work available for light particle identification usNo extensive work available for light particle identification using Pulse Shape to set the ing Pulse Shape to set the 
specifications towards the electronic front end specifications towards the electronic front end ((Particle Spectroscopy ProgramsParticle Spectroscopy Programs: : HYDEHYDE, , GASPARD GASPARD & & EXLEXL). ). 
Work in progress to be followed by FREEDACWork in progress to be followed by FREEDAC..  

�� Not clear what onNot clear what on--line control parameters  to introduceline control parameters  to introduce. . A project to followA project to follow..  
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►► Yes we should continue with FREEDACYes we should continue with FREEDAC  

►► Exchange is the key note in FREEDACExchange is the key note in FREEDAC  

�� Travel money is requiredTravel money is required  
►►We did manage so far without direct support We did manage so far without direct support ––  so the so the 

administration must appreciate this SYNERGY groupadministration must appreciate this SYNERGY group..  

►►We have to approach formally the different administrationsWe have to approach formally the different administrations..  

�� We need to have fruit of the discussionWe need to have fruit of the discussion. . Namely the Namely the 
building building & & testing of some equipmenttesting of some equipment..  

�� Source of Source of ‘‘fundingfunding’’  can be obtained from though those can be obtained from though those 
programs which will profiting from the fruitprograms which will profiting from the fruit..  
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►► NetworksNetworks  
�� PrePre--Amplifiers Amplifiers ��  AlbertoAlberto  
�� Time Stamping Time Stamping ��  IanIan  
�� AGIC AGIC ��  From a list of From a list of µµ--electronics engineers electronics engineers ––  to be to be 

defineddefined..  
�� Control Control ��  FredericFrederic, , HeinrichHeinrich, , Haik Haik & & MatjaMatjažž    

►►FredericFrederic..drouilledrouille@@ceacea..frfr  
►►wortchewortche@@kvikvi..nlnl  
►►hh..simonsimon@@gsigsi..dede  
►►matjazmatjaz..venceljvencelj@@ijsijs..sisi  
  

�� To set a To set a wellwell  defineddefined  objectives objectives givinggiving  a time line to a time line to 
covercover  approxapprox  12 12 --18 18 monthsmonths  isis  importantimportant..  

  


